Effect of Carrier Agents and Operational Parameters on the Physical Quality of Spray-Dried Tomato Powder: A Review
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Abstract. Tomatoes are one of the most frequently consumed crops in the world, and they can be cultivated all year using present production methods. Tomatoes are produced for either manufacturing tomato paste, tomato pulp, tomato sauce, and ketchup or consumed as fresh fruit. However, excessive moisture levels in tomatoes generally result in increased water activity that promotes quality degradation and increases enzymatic activity, which leads to microbial growth. Therefore, the spray drying method is used to produce dried food powder, which may reduce postharvest losses while adding value to the raw product. The purpose of the paper is to review scientific research on the influence of carrier agents and operational parameters of spray-drying fruit extracts on physicochemical qualities such as moisture content, hygroscopicity, solubility, bulk density, water activity, and color difference. The current paper reviews the various formulation and process factors that impact the physicochemical characteristics of tomato powder microparticles produced by spray drying in order to find the optimum parameters to produce tomato powders with a high and effective product yield with improved powder qualities.
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INTRODUCTION

Tomato fruit is well known for its high nutritional content and health-promoting effects. However, it has a short shelf life of fewer than 2 weeks as it is easily spoiled and perishes due to the natural physiological process, incidence and severity of external injury during the harvesting process, handling, and storing, together with the growth of microbiological and parasitic microorganisms (Gharib et al., 2020, Swetha and Lalunaik, 2018, Kader, 2013). Therefore, drying tomatoes is widely applied in the food industry to increase the shelf-life of foods as dehydration can lead to a low water content, eventually slowing its chemical, physical and biological degradation. Improving the downstream benefits of tomato products brings economic
considerations for the social uplifting of the farmers and the surrounding communities. This, in turn, reduces the possibility of overproduction of similar crops and stabilizes the price of this product in the market while generating a stable income for the farmers and other sectors involved in producing, transporting, and exporting tomato powder.

Foods must be preserved to maintain their quality for a longer time since nutritional values, color, texture, and edibility of foods are prone to deteriorate. Food preservation refers to the techniques or methods used to maintain internal and external variables that might cause food spoilage. The primary importance of food preservation is to extend its shelf life while maintaining nutritional content, color, texture, and taste (Amit et al., 2017). Several procedures have been recommended to improve the shelf-life of food products, such as drying, storing in vinegar under acidic conditions, canning, freezing, fermenting, dry salting, curing, smoking, and sealing (Niakousari et al., 2017). There are several techniques for food preservation, including conventional methods and modern preservation technologies. The drying process is one of the traditional processes that have been improved over time to benefit the significant food industry (Sharif et al., 2017). There are various drying processes, such as natural dryings such as sun drying or simulated drying under controlled temperatures, using specially developed chambers called dehydrators or dryers (Sharangi and Datta, 2015).

However, food drying operations help in water removal and cause changes in taste, flavor, appearance, texture, and nutritional value. Thus, it may decrease the final product quality and sometimes cause dissatisfaction due to its quality. Zhu et al. (2014) stated that a lack of fresh tomato flavor is the main reason for consumer dissatisfaction with tomato products. The final product quality is determined by spray dryings process parameters such as feed concentration, inlet, and outlet air temperature, feed flow rate, compressor air flow rate, drying flow rate, atomizer type, and atomizer speed (Fazaeli et al., 2012). Recovery of powder in spray drying fruit and vegetables is challenging owing to low molecular weight sugars such as glucose and fructose. Eventually, the high hygroscopicity, thermoplasticity, and low glass transition temperature ($T_g$) of these low molecular weight substances become part of the cause of the stickiness problem. The resulting spray-dried powders could frequently lose their original color due to the high carrier agent concentration and high drying temperature. According to Gharsallaoui et al. (2007), among the various methods for microencapsulating food components, spray drying is the most often implemented technology in the food industry due to the low cost and the availability of equipment.

Relying on the physical and chemical characteristics of the solution feed and the operating circumstances, the spray dryer helps to produce dried products in powder form, grain, or lumps (Raghavan and Orsat, 2007). Spray drying is also regarded as the most cost-effective drying process, as it requires low operating costs and is one of the most effective drying processes for converting raw fluid material into solid or semi-solid particles (Murugesan and Orsat, 2011). The spray-drying method is more economically efficient than the freeze-drying method, which consumes a longer time and energy (De Jesus and Maciel Filho, 2014, Barbosa et al., 2015). Spray drying entails elaborate interactions of process, equipment,
and feed elements, affecting the quality of the end product (Chegini and Ghobadian, 2007). The spray drying method has the potential to create a high-quality final product with minimal water activity while also reducing weight, making it much easier for storage and transportation. The physicochemical characteristics of the final product are primarily determined by the input temperature, air flow rate, feed flow rate, atomizer speed, carrier agent type, and concentration of the carrier agent. The spray drying method is preferable because it is quick and offers relative control over particle size distribution (Obon et al., 2009). The typical water activity and moisture content ranges for spray-dried powder are 0.2% to 0.6% (Shishir and Chen, 2017, Patil et al., 2014). According to Tan et al. (2011), powdered products highly resist microbiological activities and have low oxidative losses. With low particle size powder, spray-dried products have higher bulk density simultaneously (Barbosa-Cánovas and Juliano, 2005).

The main factors that influence the consistency of spray-dried microcapsules are the spray drier’s processing index and the feed solution’s properties or constitution (Hu et al. 2016). However, sensitive compounds such as lycopene, β-carotene, anthocyanins, vitamin C, colors, and flavors may be influenced by the high temperature of drying, regardless of the multiple benefits shown by this process. In addition, this technique often leads to a low yield of product due to the losses of dry particles in the drying vessel wall (Zhu et al., 2014). Furthermore, a wide range of size distribution is induced by the absence of droplet size and shape regulation (Ozkan et al., 2019).

Furthermore, several studies have shown that the key downside of spray drying fruit and vegetables is difficulty drying (Shishir and Chen, 2017, Bhandari et al., 1997). They can remain as syrup during the drying process, stick on the dryer wall, or form undesired accumulations in the dryer chamber and transport system during the drying process, leading to lower product yields and operating problems (Krishnaiah et al., 2015, Krishnaiah et al., 2014). According to Karaca et al. (2016), poor product recovery is due to the stickiness issue of the food materials. The stickiness issue is correlated with the existence of compounds rich in sugars and organic acids, i.e., fructose, glucose, sucrose, malic acid, citric acid, and tartaric acid. These compounds have low molecular weight with low T_g change. According to Fazaeli et al. (2012), stickiness occurs when the molecular mobility of the responsible compounds is improved, and this results in a weak-flowing product and limited product recovery when the drying temperature is greater than 20°C above T_g. A yield percentage value of more than 50% is considered a good drying value for sticky products (Karaca et al., 2016). For example, spray drying sugar-dried materials is impossible without adding any carrier agents to raise the T_g of the (Tontul and Topuz, 2017). Material-based, process-based, and combined methods can solve the stickiness issue throughout the spray-drying process of sugar-rich materials (Sobulska and Zbicinski, 2020). Adding a carrier with a high T_g in the material-based method helps to increase the Tg of fruit juice and honey.

Meanwhile, process-based approaches are being developed to change the parameters of the spray drying process to counteract the powder’s stickiness problem. The approaches include using drying chamber surface scraping, cooling the spray
dryer walls, and lowering the outlet air temperature towards the end of the drying process to retain the product temperature below the sticky point (Sobulska and Zbicinski, 2020). In the meantime, spray drying has a low thermal efficiency since hot air flows in a wide volume of the drying chamber without interacting with the spray droplets (Shishir and Chen, 2017). In addition, Dalmoro et al. (2012) reported that there is limited control over the size of droplets in spray drying, which might result in large particle distribution and often irregular microstructure. Due to the low $T_g$ of the present low molecular weight sugars, spray drying tomato slurry is extremely challenging. It may adhere to the dryer wall or create undesirable accumulations in the dryer chamber, resulting in decreased powder yields and operational issues. Hence, maltodextrin and an anti-caking agent need to be added to the feed to overcome the problem. Therefore, several steps have been taken to solve this issue, including introducing high molecular weight of carrier agents to improve the temperature of the feed mixture’s $T_g$, using low humidness and temperature drying conditions, and changing the properties surfaces of atomized droplets by adding proteins such as whey, casein and soy protein (Muzaffar et al., 2015).

Several studies have been conducted on the effects of different carrier agents on process parameters and the qualities of spray-dried goods. However, there is a scarcity of review articles that provide in-depth insight into the effects of different carrier agents on the varied physical characteristics of powders. This study focuses on practical knowledge about carrier agents in spray-drying performance and the effects of various factors influencing the properties of spray-dried powder products.

### ASPECTS RELATED TO SPRAY-DRIED POWDER QUALITIES

#### Moisture Content

Moisture content is the water composition in food, whereas water activity is the amount of free water accessible for biochemical processes in food, which affects its shelf life (Pui et al., 2020). According to Karaca et al. (2016), moisture content and water activity ($A_w$) are crucial parameters for spray-dried powders since they reflect overall drying performance. The reduced moisture content of spray-dried powders restricts the potential of water to serve as a plasticizer, which impacts powder caking during storage (Santana et al., 2017, Tonon et al., 2011). Pui et al. (2020) mentioned that powders with moisture content lower than 10% are considered to be microbiologically safe.

#### Water Activity ($A_w$)

$A_w$ is an essential parameter for spray-dried powders since it influences the product’s shelf life. Increasing water activity implies increasing the quantity of free water accessible for deteriorative interactions, reducing shelf life (Vardin and Yasar, 2012). Even though there may be a relationship between overall moisture content and food-water activity, this relationship does not have to be present at all times (Bicudo et al., 2015). Powders having an $A_w$ lower than 0.3 are considered to be microbiologically and chemically safe (Tonon et al., 2011).

#### Glass Transition Temperature ($T_g$)

According to Ferrari et al. (2013), the $T_g$ is a helpful indication of storage stability. For a spray-dried product to be stable, the $T_g$ ought to be at least 20°C higher than the ambient storage temperature. As predicted by the model stated by Karaca et al. (2016),
the significant parameters influencing the Tg are the feed flow rate, sour cherry content, and carrier type. According to Tontul and Topuz (2017), the glass transformation of the powder is primarily affected by the constitution of the raw material (due to the low Tg of acids and sugars) and the water content of the final product. The powder is converted into a sticky shape by slightly increasing moisture content. Therefore, spray-dried materials must be stored in a water-tight container and kept below the (Tontul and Topuz 2017). In the study by Goula and Adamopoulos (2008) for the spray drying tomato pulp in dehumidified air, the Tg of tomato powder is found to be increasing with the decreasing dextrose equivalent (DE) of maltodextrin.

**Hygroscopicity**

Hygroscopicity is measured as the capability of the food powder to absorb moisture from its surrounding (Rodriguez-Hernandez et al., 2005). The capacity of a food powder to absorb moisture from its surroundings is assessed as hygroscopicity (Rodriguez-Hernandez et al., 2005). It is preferable to produce food powder with a low hygroscopicity, as high hygroscopicity has a larger propensity to take up water and induce powder stickiness during storage (Tontul and Topuz, 2017). Fazaeli et al. (2012) stated that the spray-dried powders become more hygroscopic when the drying temperature is 20°C higher than the Tg because the molecular mobility of the associated compounds is increased. However, the powder is not considered very hygroscopic if the powder has less than 20% hygroscopicity (Nurhadi et al., 2012). It is better to produce food powder with a low hygroscopicity as larger hygroscopicity implies a higher inclination to absorb water and develop stickiness (Tonon et al. 2008). The powder's hygroscopicity is usually linked to its composition, the concentration and type of the carriers, and the powder particle size (Du et al. 2014).

**Water Solubility**

The most reliable approach for assessing powder behavior in an aqueous solution is solubility, or the capacity of powders to dissolve in a solution or suspend in water. This characteristic indicates the spray-dried powder’s capacity to create a solution or suspension in water. Higher solubility is preferable, specifically if the powder is employed as an ingredient in the manufacturing of various goods. A powder's solubility is controlled by raw material qualities, carrier material properties, and powder parameters like moisture content, particle size, and particle physical state in which it is more soluble in an amorphous state (Tontul and Topuz, 2017). The solubility of powdered products is another essential quality attribute that can directly impact the reconstitute behavior of spray-dried food products.

**Color Characteristics**

Food color is one of the most significant sensory characteristics influenced by several variables throughout the spray drying process, for instance, drying temperature and carrier agents (Abadio et al., 2004). Lycopene, which is accountable for the tomato's red color, can be diminished by heat processing. This characteristic can be influenced during spray drying by air conditions such as the flow rate and inlet or outlet temperature, the feed conditions such as the addition of carrier agents and feed flow rate, and the speed of atomization, among other aspects (Cai and Corke, 2000). Aside from that, the
carrier material’s greater concentration, natural hue, and non-enzymatic browning reactions of sugars at high drying temperatures affect the product’s color. The color characteristic will be analyzed with a laboratory spectrophotometer, where the total color difference of the powder will be calculated. A color difference of 0 to 1.5 is regarded as minimal, and based on the visual observation, it does nearly identical. However, the color difference may be recognized if the color difference is between the ranges of 1.5 to 5. The total color difference above 5 indicates that the color difference is highly obvious (Obon et al., 2009).

**Particle Size**

Another significant physical property of powders is particle size, which impacts their handling, transportation, and storage features. Furthermore, particle size influences the stability of functional elements susceptible to environmental conditions (Shi et al., 2013). This is also supported by Ferrari et al. (2013), in which the exposed surface area of the particle to the environmental factors gets larger when the particle size is smaller; thereby, the degradation of sensitive compounds increases. Another literature by Gong et al. (2007) stated that small particle size (<50 µm) of spray-dried powders regards poor handling and reconstitution properties. In addition, the particle size relies on the temperature of inlet drying (Shishir and Chen, 2017). Spray-dried powders with tiny particle sizes lower than 50 mm imply poor handling and reconstitution characteristics (Gong et al., 2007).

**Bulk Density**

Bulk density is higher in powders with a fine and consistent surface (Tontul and Topuz, 2017). Powders having a lower bulk density require more packing capacity to hold the same quantity of material (Bicudo et al., 2015). In general, bulk density increases as particle size decreases because more particles fill a given volume, allowing fewer empty areas between particles (Grabowski et al., 2006). It is preferable to have a high bulk density in order to save money on transportation and packaging (Movahhed and Mohebbi, 2016). Furthermore, bulk density has an impact on other powder characteristics such as flow ability and solubility (Bicudo et al., 2015).

**FACTORS INFLUENCING THE PROPERTIES OF SPRAY-DRIED POWDER PRODUCTS**

Parameters of spray drying, such as inlet air drying temperatures, air flow rate, feed flow rate, atomizer speed, carrier agent type, and concentration, all have an impact on the physical quality of spray-dried foods (Chegini and Ghobadian, 2005, Chegini and Ghobadian, 2007, Yousefi et al., 2011).

**Effect of The Inlet Air Drying Temperatures**

The temperature of the inlet air impacts powder characteristics, including moisture content, particle size, bulk density, hygroscopicity, and morphology. The spray-dry method for food powder generally has an inlet temperature of 150-220°C (Chegini and Ghobadian, 2005). When the drying temperature is increased, the moisture content will be lower, and the drying rate will become higher. Identical outcomes were found with several powdered fruit juice, including acai juice, gac fruit aril powder,
pineapple juice, tomato juice, and watermelon juice (Tonon et al., 2011, Goula and Adamopoulos, 2008; Kha et al., 2010, Jittanit et al., 2010, Quek et al., 2007). The larger the difference in the temperature between the drying air and the atomized feed at greater inlet air temperatures, the better the water evaporation driving force.

Moreover, the temperature of the inlet air influences the powder’s bulk density (Tonon et al., 2008). Drying at an increasing inlet temperature usually results in faster-dried layer development on the particle size and surface of the droplet and casehardening on the droplets. This causes the droplet surface to develop vapor-impermeable films, causing the production of vapor bubbles and, as a result, droplet enlargement (Finney et al., 2002). In terms of bulk density produced by spray drying, as the drying temperature is increased, a decrease in the bulk density can be observed (Kha et al., 2010, Walton, 2000, Sun et al., 2016). Meanwhile, the bulk density is inconsistent when the temperature increases (Chang et al., 2020). Other than that, the final product’s particle size is also influenced by the spray drying’s input temperature (Tonon et al., 2011, Chegini and Ghobadian, 2005, Tran and Nguyen, 2018, Nazir et al., 2018, Nijdam and Langrish, 2006). According to Nazir et al. (2018), drying at a greater temperature contributes to faster drying rates, leading to the primary development of a structure during the drying process, preventing the particles from shrinking. An elevation in the incoming air’s temperature tends to lead to the fast development of a dried layer on the droplet surface which hardens the skin, thus, preventing moisture from escaping the droplet (Chegini and Ghobadian, 2005, Nijdam and Langrish, 2006). The particle size distribution has a significant role in shelf life, handling, and processing, and the microstructure of the powder is connected to powder stability, flowability, and functionality (Singh et al., 2006).

The temperature of the inlet air affects the hygroscopicity of the powder, where the hygroscopicity is the ability to absorb surrounding moisture (Tonon et al. (2008), Goula et al., 2004). The greater the temperature for drying, the lesser the moisture level and the greater the hygroscopicity. Alternatively, an increment in the input air temperature reduces the quantity of powder produced, thus reducing the yield (Chegini and Ghobadian, 2007, Dolinsky et al., 2000). Furthermore, Tonon et al. (2011) also testified that the inlet temperature impacted the morphology of acai juice powder. According to Alamilla-Beltrán et al. (2005), lower input air temperatures will likely result in a much more flexible and collapsed crust. Nijdam and Langrish (2006) also verified the production of many rigid particles while spray-drying milk at higher temperatures.

The temperature of the inlet air substantially affects the colors of dried powder. The influence of inlet temperature on B-carotene and lycopene stability in watermelon juice powder was investigated by Quek et al. (2007) using a temperature inlet of 145 to 175°C. The results revealed that the lycopene concentration dropped as the inlet temperature increased. A comparable outcome was made on spray-drying tomato pulp by Goula and Adamopoulos (2008). The results show a decrease in lycopene concentration which was most likely caused by heat degradation and oxidation. The high drying temperature may influence sensitive compounds such as lycopene, β-carotene,
anthocyanins, vitamin C, colors, and flavors, regardless of the multiple benefits shown by this process. Zhu et al. (2014) mention that this technique often leads to a low product yield due to the dry particle losses in the drying vessel wall.

**Effect of The Air Dry Flow Rate**

The moisture content of tomato powder increases as the drying air flow rate also increases (Goula and Adamopoulos, 2005). Due to the sticky nature of the product, the influence of drying air flow rate toward powder bulk density is dependent on its effect on moisture content. Increasing the air flow rate results in a rise in the powder moisture content and a decrease in the powder bulk density (Santos et al., 2017). Furthermore, the dry flow rate of air affected powder solubility. The influence of the drying air flow rate on powder solubility depends on the effect of the drying air flow rate on powder moisture content, as low moisture content appears to be linked with rapid dissolution. The increase in air flow rate resulted in a rise in powder moisture content and a reduction in powder solubility (Papadakis et al., 1998). According to Chegini and Ghobadian (2007), a higher feed flow rate leads to a poorer process yield.

As the input flow rate rises, the moisture content of spray-dried powder increases. According to Banat et al. (2002), increasing the input flow rate increases particle size and bulk density. The drying air flow rate into the drying chamber is another essential component in spray drying since the energy required for evaporation changes based on the drying air supply in the drying chamber. A decreased drying airflow rate prolongs the drying time of the droplets and improves the circulatory systems (Goula et al., 2004, Goula and Adamopoulos, 2004). Goula and Adamopoulos (2005) discovered that increasing the spray drying air flow rate ranging from 17.5 to 22.75 m³/h increased the moisture content in tomato pulp powder. Furthermore, lycopene loss in tomato pulp powder increases when the drying air flow rate increases.

**Feed Flow Rate**

The increased feed flow rate had a detrimental influence on process yield, leading to reduced heat transfer, mass transfer, and poorer process yield (Tonon et al., 2008). Furthermore, when greater feed rates were employed, leaking could be observed into the main chamber when the mixture was delivered directly into the chamber without being atomized, leading to a decreased process yield. A report by Toneli et al. (2010) demonstrated a rise in mass production rate with rising air temperatures and reduced pump speeds. Chegini and Ghobadian (2007) discovered that raising the feed flow rate enhanced wall deposit while decreasing yield. More liquid was atomized into the chamber with a constant atomizer speed and an increasing feed flow rate, resulting in a shorter drying period and leading to improper drying.

**Atomizer Speed**

Chegini and Ghobadian (2005) investigated the influence of atomizer speed (10,000-25,000 rpm) on the characteristics of orange juice powder. When the atomizer speed was increased, the residual moisture content dropped. Smaller droplets were formed at faster atomizer speeds, and more moisture was evaporated due to the increased contact surface. The higher atomizer speed dispersed the liquid into a thin film layer, reducing droplet and particle sizes—furthermore, the greater the atomizer
speed, the larger the bulk density. Simultaneously, the higher atomizer speed given to a droplet to distribute it across a wider surface has a smaller particle size and bulk density.

Types of Carrier Agents

Stickiness due to the sugar-rich material, deposition of the wall, and low yield are among the most common problems faced with the spray drying process. Due to the existence of acids and low molecular weight sugars that have a $T_g$, spray-dried fruit juice powder may show certain properties like solubility, hygroscopicity, and stickiness (Bhandari et al., 1997, Jittanit et al., 2010). As a result, the powder might adhere to the dryer chamber wall during the drying process, resulting in operational issues and reduced product yield. The very sticky products are formed by the dry solids' high-water solubility, high hygroscopic, low melting point, and low $T_g$. Roos and Karel (1991) reported that these amorphous solid constituents are extremely hygroscopic and have a loose, free-flowing nature and high moisture content. These issues may be addressed by incorporating certain encapsulating materials, like gums or polymers, into the product before atomization. One of the most usual mitigation taken is applying a carrier agent into the drying process. This is another crucial factor in spray drying fruit or vegetable because the sugar-rich materials in the fruit or vegetable juices can cause difficulties in spray drying if it is directly dried without carrier agents. Carrier agents are common in spray drying because they may enhance $T_g$ and yield % while reducing the powdered product's stickiness and hygroscopicity. Furthermore, a carrier agent is employed for microencapsulation. The carrier agent can preserve delicate food components from harsh environmental conditions, conceal or retain the aromas and flavors, minimize reactivity and volatility, and give an extra appeal for food product retailing (Jittanit et al., 2010).

Several types of carrier agents are commonly used in spray dryings, such as gum Arabic, maltodextrin, gelatin, starches, pectin, methylcellulose, alginites, tricalcium phosphate, glycerol monostearate, and a few combinations of them ((Fazaeli et al., 2012, Shishir and Chen, 2016, Chang et al., 2020, Bazaria and Kumar, 2018, Liu et al., 2017). Normally, the selection of the carrier agent to be used in the spray drying process will depend on the objectives of the process as well as the physicochemical behavior of the material itself. It is important to ensure that the carrier agent used is certified with "generally recognized as safe" (GRAS) material for food application or in a short form; it must be food graded. The carrier agent used in the spray drying must have a high molecular weight and a high $T_g$ to enhance the finished product’s anti-adherence. According to Desai and Park (2005), the selected carrier agent must be able to maintain the sensitive compound in the material, especially from heat. Adding carrier agents of high molecular weight to the desired product before it is atomized is a popular alternative for increasing the $T_g$ of powder (Truong et al., 2005, Yousefi et al., 2011).

Maltodextrins and gum Arabic are the typical carrier agents mostly used for fruit juices (Cano-Chuca et al., 2005, Gabas et al., 2007, Righetto and Netto, 2005). Maltodextrin is characterized by the dextrose equivalence (DE), which is conversely linked to the average molecular weight of the maltodextrins, as stated by Bemiller and
Whistler (1996). They are inexpensive and highly convenient for the spray drying of food products. Gum Arabic is a naturally occurring plant exudate derived from Acacia trees that are made up of complex heteropolysaccharides with a highly ramified structure. Gum Arabic is the only gum used in food processing as it has a low viscosity and is highly soluble in an aqueous solution, making spray drying much easier (Rodriguez-Hernandez et al., 2005). Goula and Adamopoulos (2008) investigated the influence of maltodextrin incorporating maltodextrin 6DE, 12DE, and 21DE on tomato powder characteristics. It was found that the greater the maltodextrin DE, the greater the moisture content in the powder.

Furthermore, increasing maltodextrin DE resulted in intensification in powder bulk density due to its stickiness. The greater the maltodextrin DE, the lower the Tg, and therefore the lesser the increase of the Tg in the fruit pulp-maltodextrin combination (Tonon et al., 2009). Powder solubility varied depending on the type of carrier agent employed. Starch is generally hard to dissolve in water, whereas maltodextrin is much more water-soluble.

Furthermore, Tonon et al. (2009) found that tapioca starch had the lowest solubility in powdered acai juice compared to the other carrier agents. The maltodextrin degree of polymerization also impacts the powder's hygroscopicity. According to Tonon et al. (2009), the degree of polymerization of maltodextrin is also impacted by powder particle size. The type of carrier agent has a substantial outcome on the morphology of the powder (Yousefi et al., 2011). The powder containing gum Arabic was discovered to contain the most amorphous fraction. Due to gum Arabic having a greater Tg point than the other two carriers and having a bigger molecular size, the powders formed by gum Arabic exhibited a lesser amorphous behavior after spray drying in opposition to maltodextrin and waxy starch.

**The Concentration of Carrier Agents**

The carrier agent concentration influenced the powder characteristics as well. A low concentration of carrier agent may result in forming of a sticky. Quek et al. (2007) studied the influence of maltodextrin concentrations of 0.3% and 5% on the characteristics of powdered watermelon juice. The feed with the addition of 5% maltodextrin seems to provide greater outcomes compared to the one with the addition of 3% maltodextrin. Maltodextrin is proposed to modify the stickiness of the surface of low molecular weight sugars such as sucrose, glucose, and fructose, along with organic acids, which eases drying and lowers the spray-dried product stickiness (Adhikari et al., 2003). The powder moisture content is likewise impacted by the carrier agent concentration. According to Goula and Adamopoulos (2008), the powder moisture content increased as maltodextrin concentration increased. According to Jittanit et al. (2010), increasing the maltodextrin content caused the moisture content in pineapple juice powder to decrease. This is because maltodextrin has the capacity to modify the sugar present in the fruit powder, which is extremely hygroscopic in nature and absorbs humidity from the adjacent air (Shrestha et al., 2007). Higher maltodextrin concentrations resulted in higher particles that might be attributed to an increasing feed viscosity that rose exponentially with the concentration of maltodextrin.

At constant atomizer speed, the liquid droplet means size changes along with the
viscosity of the liquid. The greater the viscosity of the liquid, the bigger the formation of droplets during atomization, and consequently, these large particles are obtained by spray drying (Santos et al., 2017). The maltodextrin concentration was used to evaluate the hygroscopicity of the varied powders. The hygroscopicity of powder is reduced by a high concentration of maltodextrin. As the highest concentrations of maltodextrin were utilized, the lowest hygroscopicity values were achieved (Tonon et al., 2008, Cai and Corke, 2000, Rodriguez-Hernandez et al., 2005).

Furthermore, powder solubility does not decrease with the increased maltodextrin content. This difference might be attributable to maltodextrin’s greater water solubility. As Cano-Chauca et al. (2005) stated, maltodextrin is commonly employed in the spray drying process mostly owing to its physical characteristics, such as high water solubility. Grabowski et al. (2006) also found that increased maltodextrin in powdered sweet potato enhanced its water solubility index. Table 1 summarizes the study of spray-dried tomato powder using different spray-drying conditions and carrier agents.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Fruit extract</th>
<th>Spray drying conditions</th>
<th>Carrier agent</th>
<th>Properties of powder</th>
<th>Effect of the spray drying variables towards product yield and powder properties</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1   | Tomato pulp   | Inlet temperatures: 130, 140, 150°C  
Feed ratio (pulp/maltodextrin): 4.00, 1.00, 0.25  
Atomizer pressure: 5.0 bar  
Feed rate: 1.75 g/min  
Feed solids concentration: 14%  
Feed temperature: 32.0°C  
Drying air flow rate: 22.75 m³/h  
Compressed air flow rate: 800 l/h  
Co-compressed air flow rate: 800 l/h  
| 21DE maltodextrin, 12DE maltodextrin, 6DE maltodextrin | Powder stickiness |
|     |               |                         |               |                      | The drying rate also increased when the inlet temperature increased. |
|     |               |                         |               |                      | Higher DE decreases the drying rate. |
|     |               |                         |               |                      | Wall deposits decreased with the increase in inlet temperature. |
|     |               |                         |               |                      | The lower the DE, the lower the powder stickiness as Tg increases. |
|     |               |                         |               |                      | The lower the ratio, the sooner the drop becomes complete. non-sticky |
|     |               |                         |               |                      | A combination of lower DE maltodextrin and dehumidified air can overcome the powder stickiness efficiently. |
| 2   | Tomato pulp   | Inlet temperatures: 130, 140, 150°C  
Feed ratio (pulp/maltodextrin): 4.00, 1.00, 0.25  
Atomizer pressure: 5.0 bar  
Feed rate: 1.75 g/min  
Feed solids concentration: 14%  
Feed temperature: 32.0°C  
Drying air flow rate: 22.75 m³/h  
Compressed air flow rate: 800 l/h  
Co-compressed air flow rate: 800 l/h  | 21DE maltodextrin, 12DE maltodextrin, 6DE maltodextrin | The moisture content decreases as the inlet air temperature increases. |
|     |               |                         |               |                      | The moisture content increases as maltodextrin concentration increases. |
|     |               |                         |               |                      | Higher DE of maltodextrin results in higher moisture content |
|     |               |                         |               |                      | Increased inlet temperature causes a reduction in bulk density (large particle size) |
|     |               |                         |               |                      | Increased maltodextrin concentration reduced bulk density |
|     |               |                         |               |                      | High DE of maltodextrin increased bulk density. |
|     |               |                         |               |                      | An increase in inlet temperature increases the solubility. |

Goula and Adamopoulos (2008)
Higher DE of maltodextrin reduced the solubility. High maltodextrin concentration reduced solubility. Powder hygroscopicity decreases with an increase in inlet temperature and maltodextrin concentration. High DE maltodextrin increases powder hygroscopicity. The quality of the powder is better when the moisture content and the hygroscopicity are low, with high bulk density and solubility.

The controlled variable did not significantly affect the moisture content, solubility, and wettability compared to color. A decrease in inlet temperature and atomization speed leads to better color retention of tomato powder. While flow rate affected less significantly on the color properties. An atomization speed of 25000 rpm and inlet temperature of 200°C is optimum for the preservation of powder color and good reconstitution properties.

An increase in carrier agent concentration caused an increase in particle size. Inulin produced powders with the smoother outer surface, whereas the gum Arabic particles showed the formation of teeth or concavities. Encapsulation efficiency is better with inulin compared to gum Arabic. Better lycopene retention by inulin compared to gum Arabic. Drying yield is better with inulin as a carrier agent and a higher drying temperature. A high concentration of carrier agents caused the drying yield to decrease. Inulin addition as a carrier agent showed better quality of tomato powder than gum Arabic, but both carrier agents have successfully encapsulated the tomato pomace.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>3 Tomato juice</th>
<th>Inlet temperature: 200, 210, 220°C</th>
<th>10DE maltodextrin (10%)</th>
<th>Higher DE of maltodextrin reduced the solubility. High maltodextrin concentration reduced solubility. Powder hygroscopicity decreases with an increase in inlet temperature and maltodextrin concentration. High DE maltodextrin increases powder hygroscopicity. The quality of the powder is better when the moisture content and the hygroscopicity are low, with high bulk density and solubility.</th>
<th>Sousa et al., 2008</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Feed flow rate: 127, 201, 276 g/min</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atomization: 25000, 30000, 35000 rpm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outlet air temperature: 90°C</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blower velocity: 30000 rpm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>4 Tomato pomace</th>
<th>Inlet temperature: 110-200°C</th>
<th>Inulin; Gum Arabic</th>
<th>An increase in carrier agent concentration caused an increase in particle size. Inulin produced powders with the smoother outer surface, whereas the gum Arabic particles showed the formation of teeth or concavities. Encapsulation efficiency is better with inulin compared to gum Arabic. Better lycopene retention by inulin compared to gum Arabic. Drying yield is better with inulin as a carrier agent and a higher drying temperature. A high concentration of carrier agents caused the drying yield to decrease. Inulin addition as a carrier agent showed better quality of tomato powder than gum Arabic, but both carrier agents have successfully encapsulated the tomato pomace.</th>
<th>Corrêa-Filho et al., 2019</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Carrier agent concentration: 5-35%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FUTURE TREND OF SPRAY DRYING ON THE PRODUCTION OF TOMATO POWDER

Spray drying is widely utilized in the food sector due to its performance in producing products with good physical characteristics, a much rapid drying time, and the economic possibilities for scaling up. On the other hand, spray drying is typically done at high temperatures (150–250°C), which results in the loss of heat-sensitive nutrients such as anthocyanins, carotenoids, flavonols, and vitamin C, and so on (Goula and Adamopoulos., 2008). Tomatoes are nutrient-dense vegetables as it contains high-powered antioxidants such as beta-carotene, vitamin C, and lycopene which are sensitive to heat. Recent studies have addressed this constraint by integrating various techniques with spray drying, one of which is dehumidified air spray drying, established by Goula and Adamopoulos (2005). Dehumidified air spray drying systems exhibit improved performance compared to conventional spray drying in terms of reducing stickiness and enhancing powder recovery. This drying technique gives a
powdered product lower moisture content and a higher bulk density than usual spray drying (Goula et al., 2004).

In the research of dehumidified air spray drying of tomato pulp, the drying approach has higher powder recovery compared to traditional spray drying, as well as lowered outlet temperature and drying air humidity, resulting in the smooth formation of microsphere crust and minimal wall deposition. Lower output temperature and humidity in this drying method may aid in reducing thermal or oxidative losses of sensitive chemicals. Tomato pulp powder had significantly reduced moisture content and a much greater bulk density in comparison to conventional spray drying (Goula and Adamopoulos, 2005). Moisture content in powdered products can influence powder flow ability, stickiness, and shelf life, and this is due to the plasticizing and crystallization properties. The powdered product’s high bulk density with low moisture content is preferred for packing and storage. Hence, dehumidified air spray drying is more favorable compared to conventional spray drying for producing better powder product qualities.

Furthermore, low output temperature and humidity can preserve sensitive functional components from thermal or oxidative losses in dehumidified air spray drying. In conclusion, novel spray-drying trends will likely increase the performance of spray-drying fruit and vegetable juices. Despite the fact that available research on this approach has been limited, the findings are promising. Traditional spray drying may be enhanced by integrating it with modern techniques, such as ultrasonic atomization and dehumidifying air supply systems. The drying performance and product quality can be enhanced by incorporating the advantages of ultrasonic atomization and a dehumidifying air supply system into conventional spray drying.

CONCLUSIONS

Spray drying is an appropriate approach compared to the other drying methods in producing fruit and vegetable powdered products. This is due to its ability to generate a high yield of powder in various sizes while consuming little energy and time. The resulting products are of excellent quality, possessing great powder characteristics such as low hygroscopicity, low moisture, and high bulk density. Different elements of the spray dryer were reviewed, and each portion of the spray dryer is critical to ensuring the high efficiency of the drying process. According to the literature reviews, as mentioned above, the moisture content should be less than 10% to ensure that it is microbiologically and chemically safe, and the water activity should be less than 0.30 to ensure that there is not enough free water inside the powders for any biochemical reactions to occur.

Moreover, the powder’s Tg should be 10-20°C higher than the ambient temperature during storage to prevent the powder from acquiring ambient moisture and maintain a minimal hygroscopicity. In contrast to hygroscopicity, solubility and product yield should be greater to exhibit acceptable behavior in an aqueous solution, and the free-flowing characteristics of powders developed. These qualities are crucial in determining whether it is acceptable for consumption. Following that, the color difference between tomato powders and tomato fruit should not be too significant since a larger difference indicates a high degradation of sensitive chemicals, which is undesirable due to the high nutritional value
of tomatoes. Aside from that, the bulk density of the powders formed should be high to facilitate storage and transportation. Thus, the particle size should be reduced in order to improve the bulk density, as smaller particle sizes reduce the empty spaces between the powder particles.

Additionally, in order to get the desired production of tomato powder, the temperature should not be too high or too low. Following that, numerous investigations have shown that the concentration of carrier agents should not be too high or too low in order to minimize moisture retention, which might cause the powder to become sticky. Incorporating innovative technologies into spray drying can enhance the quality of fruit and vegetable powder, such as dehumidified air supply, which has been shown to improve powder recovery, moisture content, and bulk density. More study on this approach is anticipated to increase the effectiveness of spray drying, which remains the primary technology for powdering fruit and vegetable juices.
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